ABSTRACT
Introduction
1 Oral squamous cell cancer (OSCC) ranks as the sixth prevalent malignancy and the most important oral cancer in the world (1, 2) .
Patients with this malignancy have less than 60% chance of survival (1) . Many cases are not detectable before the cancer reaches its advanced levels (2) when it is mostly not curable (3) . The statistics show that about two-thirds of these patients are diagnosed at the severe level. The common diagnostic method is to investigate oral cavity and obtain biopsies, which is not very promising (3) . The need for improved diagnostic and treatment approaches prompt different molecular approaches for better understanding of the disease mechanisms (4, 5) . One of the most important molecular fields for this purpose is investigating related promising biomarkers for different stages of malignancy management, especially at protein level. The associated proteins are in a systematic interacting pattern that is called protein-protein interaction network (6) . Specific elements in this ORIGINAL ARTICLE complex interacting profile are more prominent than the others, considering their centrality properties. The central proteins have a vast interacting topology and any small change in them may trigger abnormalities in the whole system (7). These malfunctions result in different types of biological processes and functions of the system that could alter the phenotype of the organism (8) . When severe modification occurs in the interactome profile, different diseases can manifest depending on the architecture of sequential modification growth (9) .
In this light, studying interactome map of diseases, including malignant tumors, may provide a better insight into cancer behavior. Many biomarkers have been identified for OSCC (1); however, highlighting the most promising ones regarding topological features may facilitate molecular approaches and consequently clinical application (10) . Therefore, in this study, proteinprotein interaction network and its properties have been investigated. The findings are compared to esophageal adenocarcinoma.
Methods
Network construction was handled using Cytoscape 3.4.0 and its integrated network query STRING DB.
STRING DB V 10.5 (http://string-db.org/) provides different interaction information from protein to disease query (11) . Each interacting component (protein) is assigned an association score and a cutoff can be fitted for the edges. Normally, the default cutoff is set to 0.4. Here, the default cutoff was considered for the network construction. First, the name of disease was queried and the related proteins from disease databases were retrieved as a visualized network in the Cytoscape platform. More information was also provided by the network construction for the nodes and edges including disease score, associated tissues, sequence and edge score (12) .
The network analyzer examined the network for different centrality parameters. Degree, betweenness, stress, and closeness were analyzed with this application. Module analysis was carried out using MCODE 1. 
Results
Cytoscape, STRING DB, analyzed the OSCC protein-protein interaction network. The disease was queried for top 300 contributing proteins with the default confidence score cutoff = 0.4 ( Figure 1 ).
Network centrality analysis was performed with one of the integrated algorithms in Cytoscape called Network analyzer. This plug-in can present a visualization of the centrality changes for each of the parameters. One of the main centrality values is degree (Figure 2 ). For network centrality analysis, the network analyzer was used. The centeral properties including degree, betweenness, closeness, and stress were calculated for the nodes.
The 10% of highest amounts for these indices (including 23 nodes in each category) were considered for setting a cutoff. If the rank of a node among the four groups was less than 11, the node was selected as crucial node (Table  1) . Degree distribution for the crucial nodes is presented in figure 3 . Module analysis is one of the methods for network protein clustering identification. Here, the first component of the main network was analyzed by two applications separately (Figures 4 and 5) . The biological process analysis for the eight proteins was done using ClueGO ( Figure 6 ). Due to low resolution, this figure is presented in figure 7 with more details.
Discussion
Oral cancer is a common neoplasm in the world (17) . OSCC has the highest rate among this type of cancer (18) . Identification of protein signature has aided with understanding the disease molecular basis and can be valuable for clinical approaches (19) . Network medicine is one of the new disciplines that provides further insight of molecular concept of any kind of diseases such as malignant cancers (20) . A network query of OSCC showed that the network consists of a big component with some isolated nodes, which are about one fourth of the whole network as indicated in figure 1 . The first component was designated for further analysis and the isolated nodes were omitted. At first, the centrality study found some central nodes based on corresponding parameters. One of the most known centrality criteria is degree, and its visualization for the related nodes is presented in figure  2 . In order to choose the most important proteins, four centrality parameters were selected. Network analysis identified eight prominent proteins as shown in table 1, including TP53, AKT1, EGFR, MYC, JUN, CDH1, CCND1, and CTNNB1 that can be explored for more which is a famous protein for any kind of cancer (21, 22) . The prominent roles of AKT1, EGFR, MYC, JUN, CDH1, CCND1, and CTNNB1 in colon, esophageal, gastric and some other cancers are discussed in more details (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . This gene panel is 87% similar to the related biomarker panel of esophageal adenocarcinoma (unpublished data). This finding possess some difficulties in differentiating between the two cancers. In the other hand, similar biomarker panels of the two diseases refer to the near origin of the two malignancies. It can be interpreted that the colon, gastric, esophagus adenocarinoma and Figure 5 . The two first ranked clusters obtained by M CODE. The color changes indicate the disease score of each node, as the association of that specific protein with oral squamous cell cancer increases from light to dark. The first complex score is 34 and the second complex score is 7. The seed protein in the first cluster is HIF1A and in the second cluster is TP53. As the node colors gets darker, their disease score increases. OSCC diseases may have a common set of biomarkers. The distribution of degree value is depicted in figure 3 and the trend shows distance of the TP53 from other central components and its significant place in the network. Furthermore, module analysis with ModuLand considered the network as an individual dependent on the presence of TP53, as can be inferred from figure 4. In addition, clustering analysis by MCODE explained the two highest complexes. The central nodes are distributed in the identified clusters. CDH1, CCND1, MYC, RGFR, and CTNNB1 are present in cluster 1 wherase TP53, AKT1, and JUN are present in the second cluster. This analysis validates the vital role of the eight central proteins. Gene ontology analysis showed that there are 20 biological processes related to crucial genes of the OSCC network. These genes are organized in six groups. Smooth muscle cell proliferation, regulation of fibroblast proliferation, and response to UV-A processes are highlighted as correlated biological processes to the essential proteins. It can be inferred that malfunction of the identified critical nodes can dysregulate the underlying processes. TP53 showed to be promising as it is the most central protein in the evaluated network. However, a need for considering other biomarkers for better oral cancer management suggests that the other seven proteins are worth examining as a panel for this malignancy. In summary, the critical gene panel of oral squamous cell cancer was introduced. This panel is 87% similar to esophageal adenocarcinoma. It seems that any changes in this interacting profile may trigger massive modification in phenotype.
